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Summary

Official 3D geodata for various uses

In today’s digital society, 3D geodata is actually one of the most important
information bases. We use it every day – at work, on the way to work,
during weekend excursions or when travelling – often without even realis-
ing it. The three-dimensional measurement of the landscape opens up
numerous uses and offers added value in many fields, obviously in naviga-
tion but also in the planning and representations of objects and land-
scapes or in spatial calculations and simulations.
The Swiss Federal Office of Topography swisstopo measures Switzerland
according to legally defined standards. swisstopo 3D geodata offers the
same precision country-wide, is systematically and regularly updated and
is publicly available. This provides spatial knowledge as part of a “pool”
of official reference data which can be used for numerous applications.
swisstopo 3D geodata is used in many ways by private and professional
users: planners, architects and software developers but also hikers, drivers,
cyclists and even researchers. In some cases, users work directly with
swisstopo datasets; in others, they use applications developed using swisstopo data.
swisstopo insists on guaranteeing the most flexible use possible of 3D geo-
data. This data has a modular structure and can be obtained and processed
in many different ways.
Within the framework of its statutory mandate, the Federal Office of Topo-
graphy constantly strives to complete the 3D restitution and to regularly
update the measurement data.
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How and why does swisstopo collect geodata?

How and why does swisstopo collect 
geodata?
swisstopo geodata is collected all over Switzerland with the
same level of precision. It is binding and a publicly-accessible
reference data.
The Swiss Federal Office of Topography swisstopo measures Switzerland,
documents the landscape and substrates and thus collects geodata. The geodata serves as a basis for numerous applications. swisstopo has a legal basis
for this mandate – the collected data is compatible and legally binding.

Publicly available
In general, swisstopo provides all basic data to 3rd parties. Different types
of distribution are used according to the intended use. Only official data is
published.

The same precision country-wide
swisstopo measures Switzerland
using the same precision country-
wide. By using highly standardised
processes, we obtain homogeneous,
mutually compatible datasets.
They are official and serve as refer-
ence data. The data is collected
to such a degree of detail that it
can be used to create maps, e. g.
national maps from a scale of
1:10,000.
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Data from other
providers

swisstopo data

How and why does swisstopo collect geodata?

Systematically and regularly updated
All geodata is systematically and regularly updated. swisstopo thus guarantees that the data is always state-of-the-art and ensures that the data maintains continuity and is up-to-date. Collection is an ongoing process, based
at least on a 3 or 6-year cycle, so about one sixth of Switzerland is updated
every year. Some data is collected by the cantons and other partners. In the
case of important topographical changes after certain events, swisstopo
measures and updates those areas.

Collection based on
a 3-year cycle

Observing the evolution of the landscape
swisstopo has been producing and updating geodata for many years.
Chronological series permit observations, evaluations and analyses over time.
For e xample, the evolution of landscapes, residential areas and the environment.
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What is 3D geodata?
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swisstopo 3D geodata relates to objects in
space with additional descriptive information. All of Switzerland can be modelled
on the basis of millions of points, lines and
surfaces.
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What is 3D geodata?

Aerial images as a basis for all measurements
The basis of the measurements made by swisstopo are aerial images of
Switzerland. Images are scenes of the landscape taken from the ground,
from an aeroplane or from satellites. They enable highly precise geometric
processing. The measurements made by swisstopo are based on digital
aerial photos of Switzerland which are renewed every three years.
3D image strips
3D image strips are strips of photos of
certain zones which show the landscape
from different angles. They are suitable
for 3D analyses.

3D image strips

Orthophotos
Orthophotos are photos from which all
deformations have been eliminated, thus
showing a uniform scale. They can, for
example, be overlaid with other geodata
and used as a basis for precise coordinates,
distance and surface measurements.

Orthophotos
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What is 3D geodata?

Objects in space with additional descriptive information
swisstopo models Switzerland using numerous objects. The exact position
and descriptive information is collected for each object. For example, an
object shown as a point is modelled with x, y and z coordinates (position,
height) as well as additional information which describes the topographical
properties of this point.
X
Description:
Type of object:

Antenna

Origin:

swisstopo

Altitude:

Point CM

Position:
X

longitude: 2 571 309

Y

latitude:

1 220 317

Z

altitude:

1722 m above
sea level

All swisstopo 3D geodata is stored in a database. This database in itself is
purely an information pool and has no inherent purpose. The information in
the database can be processed in numerous ways.
X
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Y

Z

Attribute 1 Attribute 2

...

Name
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Topographical objects with attributes for modelling the landscape
On the basis of points, lines and surfaces, topographical objects can be defined with different
attributes which describe the landscape of Switzerland in all its variety.
From points to topographical objects
Topographical objects consist of points, lines
or surfaces and show, for example, the position of roads, areas or forests.
Attributes of topographical objects
Each topographical object possesses, besides its position, a range of additional information in the form of attributes. A distinction is made between metric and descriptive
attributes:
Descriptive attributes are information relating to
thefunction of an object. By means of a descriptive
attribute, for example, a line in space can be shown
as a main road.
Metric attributes are information relating to the
dimensions of an object. So, for a road, for example,
the road width category is indicated as a metric
attribute.
In addition, there are numerous administrative
attributes which help with categorising
(e.g. identification numbers, date of entry and
update, source of data, etc.).
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3D solids
For certain topographical objects, swisstopo
not only enters the position and additional
descriptive information, but also their three-
dimensional shape. Today, this type of realistic 3D solid is available for all above-ground
constructions in Switzerland. These include
buildings, sport and transportation installa
tions. The building models consist of the
building footprint, the façades, the roof
overhangs and realistic roof shapes, but
without texture.
Names of topographical objects
Topographical objects often have a name.
This is entered in the database beside the
position and the attributes of a measure-
ment point and provides users with addi-
tional information and an aid to orientation.
These names form the Swiss Geographic
Names Database.
Borders and administrative units
All municipal and cantonal borders, as well
as national borders and all administrative
areas in Switzerland are entered as specific
topographical objects. They provide users
with an aid to orientation or a reference
dataset.

What is 3D geodata?

POINT IN SPACE
SURFACE IN SPACE

SURFACE IN SPACE

LINE IN SPACE
RIVER A
SOLID IN SPACE
RIVER B

LAKE D

Name

Feature Class TLM_Road

Type of object

10 m road

Engineering structure

Bridge

Direction specific

yes

Type of surface

hard

Importance of traffic

Major road

...

…
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What is 3D geodata?

Height data to illustrate the surface structure
The combination of all the measurement points describes the surface
structure of Switzerland. This altitude data consists of three different layers:
the surface model, the terrain model and the lake bottoms.
Digital surface model (DSM)
A digital surface model (DSM) represents
the surface of the Earth with all the objects
to be found there, as though the surface
of the Earth were covered with a sheet. This
thus shows not only the configuration of
the terrain but also the objects to be found
there (buildings, roads, vegetation, water
bodies, etc.).

Surface model

Digital terrain model (TLM)
Digital terrain models (TLM) describe the
boundary between the surface of the
ground or the water and the air, without
the objects to be found there. Terrain
models show hills and mountains, for
example, but not vegetation such as trees
or built objects such as houses.

Terrain model

Lake bottoms
Lake bottoms measure the terrain under
the water. In particular, they provide infor-
mation on the varying depths of lakes.
Currently, lake bottoms have been measured for most of the larger Swiss lakes.
Measurements continue to be made.
Lake bottoms
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What is 3D geodata?

Basis for links to other databases
It is possible to clearly link swisstopo reference data to other official information. swisstopo collaborates with various other players for this purpose. For
example, data from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office or the SBB timetable
can be linked to swisstopo 3D geodata using reference numbers.

FSO data collection
Statistical data on
MUNICIPALITY Y

SBB timetable for
TRAINLINE X

FSO reference no.

SBB reference no.

Attributes about
MUNICIPALITY Y

FSO reference no.

MUNICIPALITY Y

swisstopo data collection
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SBB data collection

Attributes about
TRAINLINE X

SBB reference no.

TRAINLINE X

Where is 3D geodata
used?
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swisstopo 3D geodata is used in many
areas of daily life.
In today’s digital society, 3D geodata can be found
almost everywhere and thus influences the lives of a
large proportion of the Swiss population. swisstopo
data is typically used in three fields.
•
•
•
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In navigation
In planning and representation
In calculations and simulations

Where is 3D geodata used?

In navigation
swisstopo 3D geodata is used in many cases as a basis for
spatial orientation and guidance, in GPS devices, to follow an
itinerary when hiking (tracking) or in automated navigation
systems.
In our age of sophisticated smartphone apps, self-driving vehicles and
drones, automated digital navigation is increasingly important. When spatial
orientation and guidance are required, digital navigation tools need to use
3D geodata.

Examples
Navigation basis for self-driving vehicles
Self-driving vehicles need a basis on which to orient themselves in order
to move. 3D geodata forms the geometric basis of the road infrastructure on which they drive.
Orientation support for air traffic
Precise knowledge of topography is essential for air traffic. The three-
dimensional elevation model as well as the precise position of antennae,
towers, high-tension wires or gondolas, assist aeroplanes, helicopters,
paragliders or drones in navigating.
Route planning and documentation for leisure activities
Hikes, ski tours or cycling trips can be precisely planned in advance using
3D geodata and are thus well documented. The same goes for diving,
for example, where a three-dimensional representation of the lake bottom is very useful as a planning and orientation aid.
Planning basis for logistics processes
It is essential for complex logistical processes to know the precise, real-
time p
 osition of initial, target and storage sites and transport vehicles.
3D geodata serves as a planning basis and helps organise the transport
process as easily and efficiently as possible.
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Where is 3D geodata used?

Navigation of self-driving vehicles

Positioning in logistics

Spatially-related real-time information

Planning and documentation of sporting activities
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Orientation for drones

Orientation for sporting activities

Where is 3D geodata used?

In planning and representation
Many technologies today allow spatial elements to be reliably
designed and represented. swisstopo 3D geodata offers a solid
basis for documentation and planning.
The visualisation of objects and landscapes is used daily in many fields:
architecture, zone planning, monitoring the evolution of the landscape over
a certain period or in computer games.

Examples
Planning and visualising architectural and engineering projects
It is often helpful in architectural and engineering projects to be able
to visualise planned buildings as realistically as possible in their true en-
vironment in order to adapt them perfectly to their surroundings. Local
conditions can be precisely modelled using 3D geodata.
City and terrain models in 3D printing
Physical models of residential zones or landscape details are an impor-
tant zone planning tool. Models can be created directly from 3D geo-
data u
 sing a 3D printer.
Visualisation of virtual worlds in tools or games
Many digital tools or games work with detailed landscape models so
as to offer an experience approaching reality; one classic example is
flight simulators. 3D geodata serves as a basis for digital modelling and
the representation of augmented reality and virtual reality applications.
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Architectural visualisation

City model in 3D printing

Virtual reality application

Flight simulator
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Landscape simulation

Where is 3D geodata used?

In calculations and simulations
swisstopo 3D geodata serves as a binding basis for spatial
calculations and simulations.
Spatial geodata offers many possibilities for calculations and simulations
which can be used for private, professional or scientific purposes.

Examples
Noise, shadow casting and line-of-sight predictions in construction
When planning and building, it is important to know how best to integrate buildings into their surroundings. It is, for example, possible using
3D geodata to calculate how strongly the sun shines on a building or
how far you can see from an apartment; this information is useful when
planning solar power plants or placing windows. It is also possible to
calculate how noise spreads on the basis of 3D geodata which helps in
planning noise protection measures.
Simulations for disaster prevention
It is essential in disaster prevention to be able to estimate the unfolding
of a natural disaster as precisely as possible in advance. 3D geodata, for
example, can simulate the movement of avalanches, the flow path of
floods or the spread of air pollutants. This knowledge has an important
influence on the planning of construction measures or evacuation concepts.
Simulations in traffic infrastructures
Analyses of current traffic infrastructures are carried out to plan future
infrastructures. These calculations are, for example, useful for determining weaknesses and bottlenecks and to plan the extension of traffic
infrastructures.
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Where is 3D geodata used?

Sunlight simulation (solar register, www.sonnendach.ch)

Landslide calculation

Noise dispersion simulation in road traffic
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Who uses 3D geodata?
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3D geodata is used directly or indirectly
by a large proportion of the Swiss population.
We use 3D geodata every day – at work, on the way
to work, during weekend excursions or when travelling. Two main groups can be distinguished:
•
•
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Private users
Professional users

Who uses 3D geodata?

Private users
Individuals usually use swisstopo 3D geodata in the form of
digital tools created on the basis of geodata, often to look
things up, for navigation purposes or for planning.
swisstopo 3D geodata forms the basis for many widely used navigation and
planning tools. While some applications come from swisstopo itself, the
majority come from third parties.
The Swiss Federal geoportal, map.geo.admin.ch, managed by swisstopo,
contains a huge collection of geodata and provides this for visualisation in
a map viewer. This portal is mostly used to look things up. But it also allows
3D calculations and represents geodata in three dimensions.
Many geodata applications on the market are developed and offered by
third party suppliers on the basis of the swisstopo data. These applications
include, for example, hiking apps, navigation systems in vehicles or posi-
tioning devices.

Integrating the swisstopo map viewer into your
own website
Individuals who create websites can use the swisstopo map viewer for
free in order to display content on a map and embed this into their own
websites ( iFrame). swisstopo offers different topographical visualisations
for this (maps, terrain models, 3D buildings, etc.).
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Who uses 3D geodata?

Paragliders
Drone pilots

Drivers

Cyclists

Divers

Ski tourers

Hikers

Internet users
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Who uses 3D geodata?

Professional users
Professionals use swisstopo 3D geodata for many types of
processing.
Professional users such as architects, planners or software developers use
swisstopo data in its “raw state” as a base information for their own work,
for example to embed into software applications, to create visualisations
and calculations or for analysis purposes. The base is either a downloaded
dataset or data acquired in real-time via an interface (geoservice). Different
types of distribution are used according to the quantity and type of data.
swisstopo 3D geodata offers researchers many possibilities for developing
innovative projects. It can, for example, be used as reference data for per-
sonal data collections (combination of new data with the swisstopo data
collection) or as a basis for new developments in the fields of visualisation
and modelling. National, cantonal and municipal authorities often couple
swisstopo 3D geodata with their own datasets – either as a basis for geographical analyses or to create visualisations.

Two ways to obtain the data - download or 
geoservices
swisstopo 3D geodata can be acquired in two ways:
• Download: The data is downloaded once as a package and re-used

locally. The datasets can be downloaded for each product for a freely
definable area
• Geoservice: The data is obtained in real time via an interface. A request

for the desired parameters is regularly addressed to the swisstopo
database. swisstopo offers standardised geoservices for frequent applications but can also develop customer-specific geoservices if necessary.
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Emergency		
Landscapers Engineers
services
Geologists Software developers

Zone planners

Geomarketing service
providers

The military
Tourism organisations
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Authorities

Architects

Researchers

Graphic designers

How is swisstopo 3D geodata
structured?
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swisstopo 3D geodata is divided into
modules which can be used for very different purposes. It is prepared differently
according to the intended use. The data
is available in various levels of detail and
for freely definable areas.
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Modular design
To meet all possible uses, swisstopo
3D geodata is designed in modules
for flexible use. The data is subdivided
into topographically appropriate
modules.

ADMINISTRATIVE ELEMENTS

There are five different types of data:
• Administrative elements show borders

and names.
• Topographical objects show all elements

to be found on the terrain.

TOPOGRAPHICAL OBJECTS
swissTLM3D

• Aerial photographs show the landscape

in three dimensions from various angles.
• Volume data shows the three-dimensional

shapes of objects.
• Height data shows the terrain.

More detailed information on each module
can be found on the following pages.

Available as modules
swisstopo 3D geodata is available and can be obtained
by module, as illustrated here – either as a download
from the swisstopo online shop or as a geoservice.
Online shop: shop.swisstopo.admin.ch
Geoservice: swisstopo.ch/geoservices

Orthophotos SWISSIMAGE

3D image strips

AERIAL PHOTOS
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Borders swissBOUNDARIES3D

VOLUME DATA

Names swissNAMES3D

Building footprints

Buildings swissBUILDINGS3D

Site (perimeter)

Public transportation

Roads and paths

Lakes and rivers

Ground cover (surfaces)

Surface model
swissSURFACE3D

Terrain model swissALTI3D

HEIGHT DATA
31

Lake bottoms
swissBATHY3D

How is swisstopo 3D geodata structured?

Administrative elements (swissBOUNDARIES3D, swissNAMES3D)
The administrative elements show all administrative units and all Swiss borders (municipalities, districts, cantons, national). This includes all names of topographical objects.
The administrative elements are entered as position data in the form of points, lines or
surfaces.
www.swisstopo.ch / landscape
Topographical objects (swissTLM3D)
Topographical objects are all elements which can be found on the terrain, from roads
to buildings or rivers and lakes. The topographical objects are entered as points, lines
or surfaces.
www.swisstopo.ch / landscape
Aerial photos (SWISSIMAGE)
The basis of most measurements made by swisstopo are aerial photographs of Switzerland. 3D image strips are unprocessed photos of certain zones which show the landscape
from different angles and are suitable for 3D processing. Orthophotos are equalised and
continuous aerial photos of Switzerland and are integrated with the other 3D geodata.
www.swisstopo.ch / images
Volume data (swissBUILDINGS3D)
3D volume data show the true shape of topographical objects. Up to now, swisstopo has
restituted all the buildings in Switzerland as 3D volume data.
www.swisstopo.ch / buildings
Height data (swissALTI3D, swissSURFACE3D, swissBATHY3D)
The height data shows, on the one hand, the terrain and on the other hand, the surface
including all objects such as houses, trees, bridges, etc. – this is the basis for positioning
and visualising of other geodata. Height data can also be used as a basis for extracting
3D volume data.
www.swisstopo.ch / height
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Tools and products

Tools and products
swisstopo 3D geodata forms the basis for many widespread
products. Some applications come from swisstopo itself,
the majority come from third parties. Some examples can be
found below.
Examples of swisstopo applications:
swisstopo VR
Geodata app for “Virtual Reality”
Available in online app stores
Swiss Federal geoportal
www.map.geo.admin.ch

Examples of applications using swisstopo data
SwitzerlandMobility app
Lead: SwitzerlandMobility Foundation
www.schweizmobil.ch/en
White Risk Avalanche portal
Lead: WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF
www.whiterisk.ch
Solar radiation simulator
Lead: Swiss Federal Office for Energy, MeteoSwiss, swisstopo
www.sonnendach.ch
Wind park simulator VisAsim
Lead: ETHZ
www.visasim.ethz.ch
Smapshot photo localisation platform
Lead: HEIG-VD
www.smapshot.ch
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Photo credits:
P. 9: Pascal Bourquin (Chasseral)
P. 19: Béatrice Devènes (flight simulator); Madeleine Manyoky and Ulrike Wissen Hayek, PLUS,
ETH Zurich (landscape simulation); Gauer Itten Messerli Architekten (architectural visualisation)
P. 21: sonnendach.ch (solar radiation simulation)
All other photos: swisstopo; shutterstock; istock
All graphs: swisstopo
Places shown: Aletsch glacier (p. 1), Interlaken (p. 6 & 7), Lucerne (p. 8), Chasseral (p. 9),
Aarau city model (p. 19), landslide Wiler (Lötschen) (p. 21), Martigny (p. 28 & 29)
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The Swiss Federal Office of Topography swisstopo is Switzerland’s geoinformation centre.
We provide accurate, updated and reliable fundamentals for the surveying of Switzerland,
collect data on the landscape and its subsurface and document them over time. Thanks
to swisstopo, every location in Switzerland can be determined down to a centimetre.
swisstopo thus fulfils a federal task.
Our products include national maps, elevation and landscape models, aerial images, orthophotos as well as geological data and maps Online and as mobile phone apps. The Federal
Geoportal at map.geo.admin.ch in particular plays a central role for our products.

